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Recon n ecti n g wi th Cel ti c Trees (Pap erback)
By Jackie Queally

Earthwise Publications, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Large type / large print edition. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.An innovative guide to the Celtic Trees
viewing them foremost as a spiritual template for inner growth. Guided lunar meditations, poems,
diagrams, spiritual artistic illustrations, general insights, an historical overview of Celtic Tree
calendar, and a practical and philisophical examining of the role of sound, dowsing and Gaia
Touch as viable means to connect deeper with trees. Explanation of tree essences, accounts of
festive walks and more from experienced author-guide Jackie Queally, who first wrote poems on
the Celtic Trees in 1999 when she led a walk during the Edinburgh Festival. Reviewers commented A
fascinating and unusual book which brings the world of the sacred trees closer than ever, the
meditations do indeed open up the consciousness, I really like the poems, This book can assist us
with the necessary process of collective healing . and more. Jackie is a poet, writer and guide of
sacred and natural sites for almost two decades. She wrote the current book to accompany her
workshops, tours and presentations on the Celtic Trees. For her trees are the sacred daughters of
Gaia....
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Reviews
These types of ebook is the best book available. It really is writter in easy terms instead of hard to understand. You will like just how the article writer create
this book.
-- K r ista Nitz sche Jr .
It in just one of the best publication. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ta r a Jer de
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